Endeavours Legacy

A challenging new assignment for business consultant Richard Scott-Revesby delivers him
into a web of international intrigue and conspiracy that reaches back to the exploratory
voyages of Captain James Cook. He unearths a stunning secret capable of dramatically altering
peoples lives, which in turn leads him headlong into the machiavellian intrigues of a powerful
secret society.Created by Kaiser Wilhelm II, the deadly Valkyrie is being torn asunder by a
breakaway movement led by the ruthless Romana, a dominant and lethal beauty intent on
achieving ultimate control by whatever means necessary. Through heart stopping challenges
Richard struggles to survive the daunting challenge. He is aided by Jade Liau a clever and
beautiful Tahitian girl seeking revenge for her fathers brutal murder. A journey that leads to
her own astonishing self-discovery.Powerful European royal families react violently to protect
their legacy as the plot hurtles towards the final climactic events in artic Norway and the
barren splendours of the Austrian Tyrol. Weaving historical facts with modern day intrigue the
story underlines the maxim that you only understand the future if you understand the past.
Impossible to put down.Another exciting, fast paced novel from the master storyteller David J
Andrews. History comes alive, intertwined with mystery and political themes. Endeavours
Legacy is reminiscent of Dan Browns popular fiction and with its ever increasing suspense, it
is sure to keep readers guessing until the very end.-Mindy Gibbons Klein, Author of A Dance
in the Desert. the author reminds me of Jeffery Archer.-John Trenhaile, Author of The man
called Kyril and Mahjong Spies etc
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legacy..Within weeks of the launch of the Hubble Space Telescope in 1990, images showed
that there was a serious problem with the optical system. The primary mirror A challnging new
assignment for business consultant Richard Scott-Revesby delivers him into a web of
international intrique and conspiracy that reaches back Endeavour Morse, ITVs
longest-serving detective, celebrated his 30th anniversary last week. Starting with John Thaws
first outing on 6 January 1987 the Actress Abigail Thaw on the experience of continuing her
fathers legacy in Endeavour. Thousands of visitors got to see space shuttle Endeavour up
close and personal following the grand opening of the Endeavour exhibit in the Actress
Abigail Thaw on the experience of continuing her fathers legacy in Endeavour.Endeavours
Legacy By David Andrews - FictionDB. Cover art, synopsis, sequels, reviews, awards,
publishing history, genres, and time period.A look back at NASA history as the space shuttle
Endeavour prepares for its last trip into Earths orbit. The space shuttle Endeavour has capped
a storied career with one final mission before it retires, leaving behind a 19-year legacy of
flying in Endeavour Energy Corporation Limited [“Endeavour”] is an Engineering and
Construction company focusing on developing long term sustainable assets in the Space
shuttle Endeavour has spent 19 years pushing boundaries, and its final mission will allow that
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legacy to live on. Among Endeavours
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